1. The dimension from the face of the stop to centerline of housing is 3/4" min. For medium and wide stile doors, housing may be centered on stile. The centerline of the latches can have the same centerline or it can vary to suit door conditions.

2. Reinforcement in head jamb for top strike is 3/16" min., reinforcement in stile for panic device is 1/8" min.

3. See template #4270200200 for frame and floor preps.

NOTES: 1. The dimension from the face of the stop to centerline of housing is 3/4" min. For medium and wide stile doors, housing may be centered on stile. The centerline of the latches can have the same centerline or it can vary to suit door conditions.

2. Reinforcement in head jamb for top strike is 3/16" min., reinforcement in stile for panic device is 1/8" min.

3. See template #4270200200 for frame and floor preps.